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Tenure: 
Prof upset by denial 
by Benjamin Marrison 
staff reporter 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
Patricia Remmington, ethnic studies professor, Is pictured with one of her classroom texts, which reflects 
her attitude toward the University tenure policy. 
Patricia Remmington said she 
is on an emotional roller 
coaster. Every time she tries to 
level it out, the University ad- 
ministration adds another hill. 
Remmington is a probation- 
ary ethnic studies professor in 
her sixth year at the University. 
In March 1984, she requested 
tenure - an advancement that 
could give her a job for life. 
Remmington was denied ten- 
ure by the University Board of 
Trustees last week. She asked 
the board to hear her case fol- 
lowing a long, emotion-draining 
process. 
It began March 16 when Rem- 
mington applied for tenure to 
Kendall Baker, dean of the Col- 
lege of Arts and Sciences. 
He said I did not do enough 
research, even though in the 
previous six years I received 
nothing but excellent reviews 
from the department," Rem- 
mington said. 
Each year, probationary pro- 
fessors (those who have not re- 
ceived tenure) are evaluated 
and told what, if any, weak- 
nesses they have. Remmington 
said she was never told she 
lacked research, so she never 
bothered to do any additional 
research. "Why change a good 
thing?" she said. 
BUT THE research - or lack 
thereof - was the reason cited 
for denying her tenure. 
Then, during April, Remming- 
ton asked Baker to reconsider 
her case. 
"He said he would, provided 
we (the department) sent out 
additional external reviews of 
my work," she said. 
External reviews are done by 
someone outside the University 
who looks at the teacher's re- 
search work, teaching reviews 
and service reviews and decides 
if he should be granted tenure. 
Three external reviews were 
sent out and, when returned, 
gave Remmington outstanding 
reviews advising the University 
to grant her tenure. 
She said she thought she had a 
good chance then. The emo- 
tional roller-coaster was leveling 
out. 
But the administration threw 
in a hill. 
"They made me wait eight 
weeks and Baker said I was still 
denied tenure," she said. 
"How are you supposed to 
figure that out? They tell you to 
have outside reviews done and 
they will reconsider your case. 
Then they tell you no - despite 
the fact the reviews were posi- 
tive," Remmington added, 
shaking her head. 
SO THE emotional rollercoas- 
ter started downhill again. 
But Remmington was relent- 
less in her quest for tenure. She 
requested and was granted an 
open hearing on her case. This 
bearing convened Sept. 28. 
The Faculty Personnel and 
Conciliation Committee Hearing 
Board wrote a letter to Eloise 
Clark, vice president for Aca- 
demic Affairs, notifying her that 
the board members "strongly 
recommend that the tenure at 
Bowling Green State University 
be granted to Dr. Patricia Rem- 
mington." 
She filed a grievance against 
Baker for denial of tenure on two 
grounds: "inadequate/inequita- 
ble consideration of professional 
competence and denial of due 
process." 
The hearing board found that 
Remmington received inade- 
quate consideration of her schol- 
arly work by Baker. The board 
stated it "heard nothing neg- 
ative regarding either the teach- 
ing or service criteria for 
tenure." 
Baker was unavailable for 
comment. 
In reference to the external 
reviews requested by Baker, the 
board found them uniform in 
finding the record of Dr. Rem- 
mington meritorious and de- 
serving of tenure." 
THE BOARD also found that 
Remmington received inequita- 
ble consideration of professional 
competence when the "quanti- 
fied facts" of her case were 
compared to those of several 
• See Tenure, page 3. 
Police officer suspended after alleged assault 
by Carolyn Van Schalk 
editor 
A University police officer has 
been suspended from the police 
force with pay for allegedly as- 
saulting a University coed. 
A University personnel hear- 
ing will be held Monday, Nov. 26, 
to determine the facts of the 
case, according to Bill Bess, 
director of Public Safety. 
The coed, a University junior, 
filed a complaint with city police 
early   Wednesday,   Nov.   14, 
against a University police ser- 
geant. 
No charges have been filed in 
the case, but the woman is pre- 
pared to file charges if action is 
not taken against the man, city 
police Capt. Matt Brichta said. 
Brichta said the woman con- 
tacted police about 3 a.m. 
Wednesday. She said she was 
not actually threatened by the 
off-duty officer but that "appar- 
ently she felt there was the po- 
tential there," he said. 
"He apparently did touch her 
person with his hands. She was 
not beaten or molested in that 
sense," he said. "There was no 
physical assault - he did have a 
weapon, I recall - a standard 
police weapon." 
Brichta said initial contact 
between the officer and the 
woman occurred in a bar down- 
town. According to police re- 
ports, the woman said the initial 
encounter was casual. 
"He left (the bar) ahead of her 
and when she left, he was still 
parked outside," Brichta said. 
HE ALLEGEDLY offered her 
a ride and Brichta said the 
woman told him she accepted 
the ride because she knew the 
man was a police officer. 
Brichta said the officer took 
the woman to a deserted area on 
the northeast end of campus. 
According to Brichta, the 
woman estimated the two were 
in the car about 45 minutes. 
"Apparently, he made some 
advances and she rejected 
him," Brichta said, adding that 
the officer did drive the woman 
home. 
Brichta said the man appar- 
ently had been drinking prior to 
their meeting and that "he (the 
officer) may have had a few 
(drinks) prior to the time he got 
there (to the bar)." 
Bess said the alleged incident 
was investigated by city police. 
"I have seen the report sub- 
mitted to the Bowling Green 
police division and I have rec- 
ommended to the personnel di- 
rector, who is the appointing 
authority here at the University, 
that on the basis of information 
received that a hearing be held 
to determine the facts of the 
case as they relate to person- 
nel," Bess said. 
While under suspension, the 
officer "is not a police officer 
until further notice," Bess said. 
"These are allegations at this 
point and we have to protect the 
accusor and the accused 
throughout the process," Bess 
said. 
$50 billion to be cut 
Advisers debate budget 
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. 
(AP) - President Reagan's bud- 
get advisers are second-gues- 
sing the president's campaign 
promises against tax increases 
and Social Security cuts as they 
search for - but cannot find - 
ways to cut federal spending by 
$50 billion in fiscal year 1966. 
An administration official 
who spoke only on condition of 
anonymity, told The Associated 
Press that the 12 high-level offi- 
cials who comprise the budget 
group are so badly splintered 
mat they may be unable to agree 
on where to recommend that 
Reagan look for the spending 
cuts. 
Instead, this official said the 
group may give Reagan a long 
fist of options, including cuts in 
defense spending, and ask him 
to select enough savings to total 
$50 billion. 
That would be a highly un- 
usual departure from past white 
House practice. Reagan is 
known to prefer that his advis- 
ers reach a consensus and pre- 
sent It for his approval or 
disapproval. 
But this official said the task 
of finding $50 billion in spending 
cuts appeared impossible, given 
the fact that nearly two-thirds of 
the federal budget is off-limits. 
AFTER 12 hours of meetings 
last week, the group agreed to 
recommend $50 billion in spend- 
ing cuts and to aim for a budget 
deficit of 4 percent of Gross 
National Product for fiscal year 
1986, declining to 2 percent in 
1988. 
That would translate into a 
deficit of roughly $160 billion in 
1986, compared with the pro- jected 1986 deficit of $206 billion 
If no further action were taken. 
The group's deficit target for 
1988 would be just over $100 
billion. 
The group was formally 
charged with recommending to 
Reagan a deficit target figure to 
be used as the basis for devel- 
oping the fiscal year 1966 budget 
the administration will submit 
to Congress in January. 
Its findings are to be pre- 
sented to Reagan when he ends 
his extended Thanksgiving holi- 
day here and returns to Wash- 
ington next week. 
The official, expressing con- 
cern that the White House had 
backed itself into a comer, said 
it would be nearly impossible to 
achieve a $50 billion spending 
reduction by simply cutting Mich 
federal programs as Medicaid, 
Civil Service retirement, farm 
price supports and student aid. 
HE SAID after ruling out all 
the untouchable areas in the 
«et - assuming that Reagan 
dues with his inclination 
not to cut defense spending, 
raise taxes or touch Social Secu- 
rity - there remained only a 
total of $200 billion in spending 
which could be cut. 
Those areas that Reagan has 
exempted, along with the inter- 
est on the debt, add up to two- 
thirds of total spending. 
As a measure of the serious- 
ness of the situation, the official 
said presidential counselor Ed- 
win Meese was proposing again 
to eliminate the Departments of 
Education and Energy, trans- 
ferring some of their functions 
to other Cabinet agencies. But 
he said even such drastic moves 
would only result in relatively 
small savings. The entire Edu- 
cation Department budget is $16 
billion. 
Some members of the group 
are pushing for an across-the- 
board spending freeze, and oth- 
ers feel there is no way to avoid 
cutting defense spending. 
As a result, this official said 
Reagan's option list probably 
would include three choices on 
defense spending: a 7 percent 
increase, a 5 percent increase 
and no increase. 
Officially, White House aides 
have been tight-lipped about the 
budget process. Deputy press 
secretary Marlin Fitzwater said 
the administration's goal was to 
balance the budget eventually, 
but refused to set a deadline. 
Israel wants safe border 
NAQOURA, Lebanon (AP) 
- Israel yesterday rejected 
Lebanon's demand for up to 
$10 billion in war reparations 
and insisted that security of 
Israel's northern border was 
the primary goal of negotia- 
tions on withdrawal of Israeli 
troops. 
But Lebanese negotiators 
argued that their country 
would not be "Israel's po- 
liceman" after removal of 
Israeli occupation forces 
from southern Lebanon. 
In southern Lebanon, resi- 
dents of two villages told Leb- 
anese reporters yesterday of 
outbreaks of shooting by the 
Israel occupation force in 
which eight villagers were 
wounded. The Israeli military 
command did not confirm the 
shooting, but reported an Is- 
raeli soldier wounded by a 
grenade. 
In Beirut, Shiite Moslem 
leader Nabih Berri charged 
that Israel was behind the 
slaying of a Shiite clergyman 
and hinted Lebanon might 
walk out of the talks for the 
second time since negotia- 
tions began Nov. 8. 
"We cannot stand hand- 
cuffed in the face of these 
practices," said Berri, a Leb- 
anese Cabinet minister and 
leader of the Shiite militia 
Amal, which is waging a re- 
sistance   campaign  against 
Israel's occupation. 
U.N. SPOKESMAN Timur 
Goksel confirmed that the 
clergyman, Sheik Abdul-Latif 
AlAmin from the village of 
Sowaneh, had died at a U.N. 
clinic in Naqoura of gunshot 
wounds suffered in an at- 
tempt on his life Wednesday. 
Lebanon suspended its par- 
ticipation in the talks earlier 
this month after Israel's 
army arrested four Shiites 
including Amal's regional 
commander in South Leb- 
anon. The talks resumed 
Thursday and the four were 
released. 
Both sides indicated some 
progress had been made at 
yesterday's third round of 
talks at the headquarters of 
the United Nations peace- 
keeping force in this border 
town. 
A joint communique read 
by Goksel said the two sides 
would meet again tomorrow. 
Brig. Gen. Amos Gilboa, 
the chief Israeli delegate, 
said in his opening statement 
that Israel s chief concern 
was preventing a recurrence 
of the guerrilla attacks on 
Israeli border towns that oc- 
curred before Israel's June 
1982 invasion of Lebanon. 
LEBANESE SPOKESMAN 
Lt. Col. Bassam Saad re- 
jected the idea that the pro- 
tection of Israel's border was 
the major objective of the 
negotiations. 
' The Lebanese response is 
that we are not Israel's po- 
liceman and our only objec- 
tive is to seek peace in south 
Lebanon and to let the Leb- 
anese civilians feel secure," 
Saad said. 
Gilboa rejected other Leb- 
anese demands presented 
last week, including $8 billion 
to $10 billion in war repa- 
rations, the release of hun- 
dreds of prisoners held by the 
Israelis and the opening of 
key roads connecting south 
Lebanon with Beirut. 
Lebanon "totally rejected" 
Israel's insistence that the 
South Lebanese Army, a 
2,000-man Israeli-backed mi- 
litia, plays a role in guarding 
the sensitive border region 
Saad said. 
Meanwhile, in south Leb- 
anon residents of Kharayeb 
and Rizay told Lebanese re- 
porters that eight villagers 
were wounded by Israeli gun- 
fire in the neighboring towns just north of the Litanl River. 
An Israeli spokesman, 
speaking on condition he not 
be identified, said a soldier 
was injured when a grenade 
was thrown at his patrol in 
Kharayeb, seven miles north- 
east of Tyre. 
J- 
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Thanks  given  for 
world occurrences 
It all started because of Abraham Lincoln, who 
declared Thanksgiving a federal holiday in Civil 
War times. Since then, the meaning of Thanksgiv- 
ing often has been overshadowed by unpleasant 
world occurrences. However, we would like to 
express our thanks for: 
• A country at peace. Unlike Nicaraguans engaged 
in civil war, Americans allow for dissenting opin- 
ions without bloodshed. 
• Space shuttle Discovery. When the shuttle is 
launched again in January, it will help the Defense 
Department. Previous missions have led to im- 
provements in technology. 
• The non-violent U.S. system of electing new 
presidents. We are thankful we don't have to deal 
with violence such as that occurring in India since 
the assassination of Indira Gandhi and the succes- 
sion of her son, Rajiv. 
• Geraldine Ferraro. Because of her willingness 
to campaign for vice president, other women may 
have a better opportunity to break through the 
male-dominated political system. 
• Baby Fae. Advances in medical science tech- 
nology have been made because of her struggle to 
survive. 
• American farmers. Their productivity sur- 
passes that of any other country, and Americans 
are fortunate that the United States doesn't have a 
famine like that of Ethiopia. 
Sandinista victory a shallow one 
Blacks shaking at 
Reagan's mandate 
by James E. Williamson 
Did 89 percent of the black 
vote place too many eggs in one 
basket (Democratic Party)? If 
so, what will be the 
repercussions/backlash of a sec- 
ond term Reagan administra- 
tion? Benjamin Hooks, 
president of the NAACP, said, 
r
'we've finally got a president 
who will say no to Negroes: 
you've got to get your own boot, 
your own strap and lift yourself 
up." 
When I think of bootstrap 
philosophy, I remember the 
days of Birmingham, Ala., 
church bombings, segregation, 
fire hoses and canine teeth. 
When I think of America's devel- 
opmental years, I remember the 
assassinations of Kennedy-King- 
Kennedy, the Vietnam Era con- 
flict, the radical SDS, Black 
Panthers, Hippies, Yippies, 
Flower Children and the Free 
Love movement. We have now 
supposedly entered a new era of 
conservatism. It was this con- 
servative trend that gave Ron- 
ald Reagan his landslide victory 
over Walter Mondale. But is this 
conservatism to be viewed as a 
moderate blend or an ultra 
right-wing shift? Does this con- 
servatism pre-empt any tinge of 
a liberal prescription? 
Whatever the trend, a conser- 
vative mandate for the Reagan 
administration is sending minor 
tremors into the primarily black 
and Hispanic urban areas. The 
difference in this election was 
that the Hispanic electorate did 
not put all of their eggs into one 
basket. The danger In having a 
vast majority of one ethnic 
group putting almost all of their 
eggs in one basket is that there 
yet hangs over the Americans 
the specter of racialism. This 
specter is like a monkey at 
tunes, riding the backs of Re- 
publican and Democratic Judeo- 
Christians. So, should blacks 
become Republicans or more 
independent voters? 
As a 4th congressional dele- 
gate to the National Black Politi- 
cal Convention held in Gary. 
Ind., in 1972, Mayor Richard 
Hatcher in his keynote speech 
addressed the issue of too many 
eggs in one basket: "From the 
Reconstruction to the mid-1930s 
we nestled in the white bosom of 
the Republican Party ... A 
warm home for some, perhaps - 
but a rocky bed for the sons and 
daughers of Africa. In the mid- 
'30s, we took up residence in the 
hip-pockets of the Democratic 
Party where we lodge uneasily 
to this day ... Our mythic 
heroes of Republican and Demo- 
cratic stripe... Lincoln, Frank- 
lin Delano Roosevelt, John F. 
Kennedy - none of them moved 
in our behalf without tremen- 
dous pressure. Neither major 
party can claim our undying 
loyalty because of any blessings 
they heaped upon us." 
It was during the Reconstruc- 
tion era that Frederick Douglas 
urged freed men to support Re- 
publican candidates. Blacks re- 
mained, largely, Republicans 
into the first quarter of the 20th 
century basically because at the 
1920 and 1924 Democratic con- 
ventions 30-35 percent of the 
delegate constituency were Ku 
Kluz Klansmen. It was the siren 
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt's 
"New Deal" and Harry S. Tru- 
man's comprehensive civil 
rights legislation that lured 
blacks to the Democratic Party. 
It is as Mayor Hatcher said, 
some of us been lodged there 
ever since. 
I'm of the belief a dislodging 
should take place; too many 
eggs in one basket impairs one s 
vision, making one gullible to 
images and rhetoric. I am not 
saying blacks should return to 
the Republican Party in groves; 
many will not because of the 
culture of poverty: poor folks 
identify with poor folks. I do not 
believe Democrats or Republi- 
cans should be romanticized - 
politics is a game. Whether the 
politician lays claim to being 
''bom again should not make 
us feel more at ease. Talk is 
cheap and lip service is very 
inexpensive. Blacks need to be- 
come very analytical in political 
arenas. It is time to take some of 
our eggs and put them in an- 
other basket so that we will have 
a balanced input into decisions 
made toward our future. 
James E. Williamson is a 
graduate student in the Political 
Science Department 
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Nicaragua missed opposition 
by Eric Andf son  
Because of the press blitz 
that accompanied the last days 
of Campaign '84 the American 
population missed the long- 
awaited election in Nicaragua. 
This not to say that the Nicara- 
guan voting that occured on the 
Nicaraguan election is a fore- 
cast of what U.S. foreign policy 
concerning Central America 
will look tike over the next four 
years. 
It will come as no surprise to 
those who watch Latin Ameri- 
can politics that with an incom- 
plete ballot count the 
Sandinistas are the projected 
winners with about 66.8 percent 
of the ballots cast going in their 
favor. What is surprising was 
the ability of several minority 
opposition parties to pick up 34.2 
percent of the electorate's sup- 
port. One can only wonder what 
would have happened to the So- 
viet-backed Sandinistas if the 
major opposition parties had 
been able to fully participate in 
the election. 
This writer believes that the 
Sandinistas   were   truly   con- 
cerned about their ability to win 
a popular election when faced 
with an opposition that offered a 
viable alternative to becoming a 
Soviet puppet. Remember that 
the two major opposition candi- 
dates withdrew from the cam- 
paign because they were 
shackled by censorship and at 
tacked by mobs directed by 
Sandinista goon squads. Appar- 
ently the current Nicaraguan 
regime has learned well the old 
communist tactic: if you can't 
defeat your opposition legally, 
physically remove the chal- 
lenge. And yet, the leftists claim 
this was an election held in the 
best democratic traditions. 
Confronted with a Nicara- 
guan government that pulls such 
election stunts, no wonder Presi- 
dent Reagan becomes upset ev- 
ery time the Sandinistas start 
talking about obtaining weapons 
... such as MiG-21 jet fighters 
for self defense. Next thing you 
know, the Sandinistas will be 
defending their Soviet-stylepoli- 
tics in places such as Costa 
Rica, Honduras and El Salva- 
dor. After all, running a' 'revolu- 
tion without borders" implies 
that your national interests nat- 
urally spill over your neighbor's 
borders. Who knows, maybe 
with a little time the Sandinistas 
would be holding some of their 
"democratic" elections in Mex- 
ico. 
This Soviet puppet in Central 
America is not going to fade 
away on its own. The Sandinis- 
tas have built up a 25,000 man 
army so that they can suppress 
any revolution that might sweep 
them out of power. The only way 
to insure the rebirth of democ- 
racy in Nicaragua is to allow the 
CIA to continue its work. Armed 
revolt is not a pretty thing, but in 
some cases it is entirely justi- 
fied. Members of the House of 
Representatives in Washington 
should be less concerned with 
the contents of CIA handbooks 
and more interested in the abil- 
ity of the contras to actually 
implement these suggestions. 
Perhaps Reagan, following 
his massive success on Nov. 6, 
will now be able to convince Tip 
O'Neill that the citizens of this 
great nation desire a truly dem- 
ocratic government in every 
Latin  American  nation.   Just 
maybe the Democrats will open 
their eyes and see the wisdom in 
not allowing the Soviets to gain 
any further toe holds in this 
hemisphere. The US of A stays 
out of Eastern Europe; the 
USSR should exercise the same 
restraint in Central America. 
If the Sandinistas wish to 
counter the negative image they 
have been creating for them- 
selves several things must be 
done. First, they should drop 
their plans for a "revolution 
without borders"; second, they 
should vow never to buy Soviet 
military equipment - or take 
military advisers from Cuba or 
the USSR; and third, there 
should be another election held 
in Nicaragua ... with three 
months of campaigning that al- 
lows for complete unhindered 
participation by U political par- 
ties. Until these things come 
about the United States should 
continue to support the contras 
in their struggle for a demo- 
cratic Nicaragua. 
Eric Anderson a columnist for 
the News, is a graduate assis- 
tant for the Political Science 
Department. 
Dumping the dirty campaign 
by Art Buchwald 
They were cleaning out the 
1984 campaign headquarters of 
Sen. Jesse Glugstem the other 
day. 
One volunteer went to the 
closet and yelled, "What should 
I do with all these political 
promises he's made?" 
"Dump them in the ashcan," 
the campaign manager said. 
"The senator never likes to keep 
campaign promises he's made. 
"Why don't we put them in 
storage in case he runs again in 
six years?" 
''Well need space then for 
new promises. Be sure to shred 
the old ones before you throw 
them in the trash. It could be 
very embarrassing if they got 
into the wrong hands." 
A staff worker was going 
through a large cardboard box. 
"Do we want to keep these be- 
low-the-belt TV commercials 
that we used to smear Ditwiller 
in the final weeks of the cam- 
paign?" 
^*Good heavens, no. Get rid of 
them is case Ditwiller sues us 
for slander." 
"How about the ones that 
weren't dirty?" 
"I didn't know we had any TV 
commercials that weren't 
dirty." 
,rWe made two just in case 
the senator decided to take the 
high road. But we never used 
them." 
"I told his aides it was a 
waste of money to make them in 
the first place. The senator has 
never taken the high road in his 
life." 
"You bet your life we do. The 
senator never forgets his ene- 
mies." 
"How about these computer 
printouts of the Great Ameri- 
cans who sent us money to keep 
the country from going Commu- 
nist?" 
"Don't throw those away. We 
need the list for another mailing 
to raise more money for the 
senator's 'One Nation Under 
God Political Action Commit- 
tee.'" 
"Hey, here are some large 
checks that were never cashed." 
"They weren't supposed to be 
cashed until after the election. 
Give them to me and I'll put 
them in Glugstern's Charitable 
Foundation, the campaign 
manager said. "You don t ex- 
pect him to live on a senator's 
salary for the next six years?" 
"Should we keep this debate 
briefing book?" 
"Sure. The senator might 
want to use it again when ne 
goes on 'Meet the Press.'" 
"It isn't the senator's brief- 
ing book; it's Ditwiller's.M 
"Cripes, I though we had 
destroyed it after the debate. 
Put it in the fire with the list of 
all the people the senator prom 
lsed federal jobs to if he got 
elected." 
A secretary said, "We have an 
awful lot of bumper stickers left 
over." 
"What do they say?" 
"Honk If You Think Ditwil- 
ler's A Homosexual.'" 
"Let's send them over to Dit- 
willer's campaign headquarters 
to show his people there are no 
hard feelings now that the cam- 
paign is over." 
Art Buchwald is a writer for 
the ' :J Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
a.   V fri\ 
LAND9UC* 
Letters 
Writer insulted 
American electorate 
Concerning Mr. Mahoney's let- 
ter which referred to Reagan as 
a "well organized, uneducated, 
charismatic puppet" who nar- 
row-minded, media-oriented idi- 
ots re-elected... 
I applaud you Mr. Mahoney, 
you captured every emotion 
which has been running through 
my mind since Reagan's land- 
slide (?) victory. (I only regret 
that the popular vote was not 
better reflected by the electoral 
vote!). 
Let's hope that the future will 
provide Americans with some- 
one who can genuinely look out 
for the well-being of everyone, 
including self-indulgent busi- 
ness people. 
Rick Berlin 
34< Compton 
Group billing is 
paying dividends 
Three cheers for Paul M. Fiore's 
recent editorial on group billing. 
Paul asked a good question. 
"Why in the world do we on 
campus students have to be 
Group Billed for damages?" 
The answer is obvious. If stu- 
dents create the damage, 
shouldn't they pay for their im- 
mature actions? 
Paul also claims, "We all end 
up paying about the same 
amount of money anyhow, under 
either system ... "Well, there 
ru go again! (Thanks Ronnie!) 
Paul lives on a floor where a 
lot of damage occurs, he will 
have to pay for it. If I live on a 
floor where no damage has oc- 
curred, then I don't pay a dime! 
You see, I saved "Big Bucks," 
and even avoided the "Wham- 
mie!" under this new system of 
But wait! There's more! When 
damage occurs, Paul says, "I 
would rather not know about it I 
would rather just be billed for 
this through my dorm fee, know- 
ing that next year's group of 
residents would have to pay for 
my year's damage." I want to 
party with this guy! Did you 
really mean to say that? I bet 
you'd take responsibility for 
your own destructive actions. 
Maybe that's why the University 
implemented group billing: To 
teach residents about responsi- 
bility! 
I know group billing has re- 
duced damages in Rodgers Quad. That saves all of us 
money, even Paul, when fewer 
damages occur. By the way, you 
failed to mention that each resi- 
dence hall has a Damage Com- 
mittee that meets weekly, if 
damage had occurred. This 
committee works in cooperation 
with the hall staff to identify who 
dunnit. 
Paul concluded his editorial 
by saying, "I could just chalk up 
the slight added expense to my 
dorm fee to the modern, destruc- 
tive times we live in." Wow! 
Where do you live? Maybe 
you've been watching to much 
T.V. And Paul, "Let's do it to 
than, before they do it to us!" 
DarrinS. Dill 
1M Rodgers Quadrangle 
Writer asks for 
students' input 
I would like to ask for your 
readers' help. My name is Alan 
Garner and I'm the author of 
McGraw-Hill's "Conversatio- 
nally Speaking/' I'm currently 
working on 'The Cure for All 
Your Hang-Ups." It's a book of 
funny answering machine mes- 
sages designed to give callers a 
laugh ana get them to leave 
then* names and numbers. 
I'd certainly appreciate it if 
you would ask your readers to 
send me any amusing messages 
they may know or can think up. 
They'll receive $10 for each one 
used, plus name credit. 
If you've got any questions, 
please give me a call at (714) 
770-8323. If I'm not a home, 
you'll get to hear what my an- 
swering machine has to say! 
Thanks a lot! 
Alan Garner 
5912 Terrier Drive 
Huntington Beach, CA MMI 
Students not "media 
oriented idiots" 
Mr. Matt Mahoney's scathing 
letter in the November 14 BG 
News left me more than a bit 
shaken. If he truly believes Mr. 
Reagan is a madman, and the 
American people idiots, racists, 
and warmongers, I feel great 
sadness for him, his integrity, 
and his maturity as a citizen of 
thisgreat Republic. 
What took place this past No- 
vember 6 was. quite simply, a 
continuation of an experiment; 
not an experiment in chemistry 
or physics, but an experiment in 
democracy. George Washington 
himself described the then new 
system as Just that same thing- 
an experiment. Democracy by 
its very nature invites dis- 
cussion among its citizens, and 
thank God there are so many 
opinions concerning the proper 
functioning of the government, 
A diversity of opinions were 
presented to the American peo- 
ple last week, in the same way it 
has been done every four years 
since George Washington was 
elected our first president. The 
people made a choice. I too 
made a choice. I voted for Mr. 
Reagan. 
Mr. Mahoney's letter does not 
allow for spirited discussion. Its 
tone is so hateful, angry and 
self-centered that it defeats the 
purpose of showing Mr. Maho- 
ney s opinion. American voters 
would never be referred to as 
idiots; this term implies a judge? 
ment on Mr. Mahoney's part, a judgement of right or wrong. In 
a democratic society, there is rio 
such thing as lightness Of 
wrongness concerning one's po- 
litical opinion. There is dis- 
cussion, give and take, and even 
argument, but it is no citizen's 
right to judge another citizen's 
vote. Voting is everyone's oppor- 
tunity to take part in this ong- 
oing experiment we call the 
United aates. 
I invite Mr. Mahoney to visit 
me, so I might list for him my 
reasons for voting the way I did. 
If he is calling me a racist, or a 
warmonger, or even rich, I 
would like to show him I am 
none of these things. I am espe- 
cially not any sort of idiot; I am 
an active participant and an 
interested observer in one great; 
ongoing experiment in democ- 
racy. 
Mark J. DelMaramo 
Dent of English 
315 Universityllall 
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Tenure 
(Continued from page 1) 
persons granted tenure. 
Suzanne Crawford, director of 
Affirmative Action, randomly 
selected 10 tenure cases in the 
College of Arts and Sciences to 
see ff and how they differed 
from Remmington's. 
"In four of these cases, the 
professors had done quantitati- 
vely less than I had done and at 
the same time done significantly 
less service work and received a 
teaching rating far worse than 
mine," Remmington said. 
Remmington's ratings, given 
by students, was 1.6 on a scale of 
one to five with one being excel- 
lent. She served on 22 commit- 
tees and wrote a book, Policing. 
She appealed to the Board of 
Trustees and was denied tenure 
by a 5-2 vote. 
Trustees Melvin Murray and 
.Virginia Platt voted for Rem- 
mington to be granted tenure. 
.The other trustees contacted 
would not comment because the 
case is expected to be heard in a 
federal court. 
"THEY (OTHER board mem- 
bers) said she didn't do enough 
research, but she's written a 
book and no one (else) in that 
department has to my knowl- 
edge," Murray said. 
It's hard for me to under- 
stand how they (the depart- 
ment) can tell her she's doing a 
fine job for six years and then all 
of the sudden say. "You didn't 
do enough research,' " be said. 
Murray and Remmington 
agreed the book was a spinoff of 
her dissertation, a fact Drought 
out by the board. 
"But if you survey the faculty 
on this campus, they'll tell you 
that it was the same for them, 
too," Remmington said. 
Murray said another element 
that disturbed him was that the 
Board of Trustees focused on 
Remmington's quantitative 
work ana did not pay enough 
attention to its quality. 
"Where is it written that one 
should be judged on work quan- 
titatively and not qualitati- 
vely?" Murray said. 
"SHE HAD not been given 
adequate warning. If she had 
known she was lacking in the 
research department - which I 
do not believe she was - she 
would have done more. But for 
six years they told her she was 
doing One," he said. 
"One minute I get good news 
and the next I get bad," Rem- 
mington said. 
She is upset by the "illogic" of 
the University. 
"They say that they want re- 
search because better research 
leads to better teaching," Rem- 
mington said. "But I'm doing an 
excellent job in the classroom - 
what do they want, good teach- 
ers or good researchers?" 
"It's sad, but I guess the Uni- 
versity does not care about the 
quality of teaching," she said. 
"The administration wants to 
create a book-writing University 
- they want to create a Harvard 
of the Midwest." 
No one, including Remming- 
ton, knows what the future will 
hold. "The only thing I know for 
sure is that I m taking this to 
court," she said. 
"My teaching career may be 
over, Remmington said. "A 
denial of tenure is like the kiss of 
the devil." 
Citizens fight tower site 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
West side residents showed 
disapproval for locating a wa- 
ter tower in Wintergarden 
Park last night at a City 
Council public hearing. 
More than 100 residents at- 
tended the hearing at which 
public works director David 
Barber outlined development 
of the water tower proposal. 
Some residents offered sug- 
gestions for an alternate site 
or expressed favor for the 
alternate site between West 
Wooster and Pearl streets. 
Tower plans include the 
possibility of a fire station 
being built in the base of the 
tower. It was for this reason 
most people said they favored 
the "triangle" site. 
Barber said no final deter- 
mination had been made on 
the tower's site, but it had to 
be located south of Pearl and 
west of Main Street for tech- 
nical reasons. 
He said the two new towers 
had to be built at opposite 
ends of the city to insure even 
water pressure across the 
city water system. The other 
tower will be built in Carter 
Park on Campbell Hill Road 
in the southeast section of the 
city. 
"PLEASE DON'T make 
the mistake of putting a fire 
station on the edge of town," 
said Ken Hawkins. 15530 Sand 
Ridge Road. Hawkins, a for- 
mer Toledo fire fighter, said 
the satellite station should be 
"surrounded by city" at the junction of several major 
streets for best access. 
Most residents were op- 
posed to the idea of building 
the fire station in a park. 
Thomas Newby, 602 S. Win- 
tergarden Road, said he could 
"just imagine a water tower 
with a Ore station in it (in the 
park) and they get a call and 
there's kids running around 
Ron Stoner, 220 Western 
Ave., said. "The water tower 
is very ugly and what people 
want Is beauty. I want Win- 
tergarden Park to stay the 
way it is." 
Carlene Creps, 734 S. Win- 
tergarden Road, said the land 
in the Wintergarden Park 
area was zoned single-family 
residential and putting a wa- 
ter tower there would lower 
property values in the area. 
Several residents saw sur- 
vey crews working on Winter- 
garden Road and thought the 
tower was being built any- 
way. Barber said surveyors 
were plotting a waterline 
route down Wintergarden 
Road. 
\^y% &m 
Bring in your coupons from those other guys and 
Have it your way at Burger King!® 
Just buy a Whopper®, fries and soft drink and 
give us any other restaurant's coupon and we'll give 
you a second Whopper® free of charge. 
You don't need to settle for second best when 
you can have a delicious flame broiled Whopper® - 
just the way you like it. 
Offer good at Burger King® In Bowling Green 
£ Due to popular demand... 
A-   NICK BEAT 
V      U and the 
*      BEATNICKS 
featuring Joanie Whittaker 
WILL BE APPEARING AT... 
ma/iSs DOWNTOWN 
FRIDAY, NOV. 23 & SATURDAY, NOV. 24 
[2 SHOWS: 9 & 10:30 p.m. Admission $2 
SO's 60's & REGGAE MUSIC 
l 
cfil^JfS 
Tuesday is... 
LADIES NIGHT 
featuring 
' MALE DANCERS * 
75* on mixed drinks from 7:30-10:30 
men allowed in after 9:30 
Wednesday is... 
"PERKEY TURKEY" PARTY 
for the 18 & over crowd 
50* on mixed drinks 
from 8-9 
Thursday... 
THANKSGIVING NIGHT 
for the 19 & over crowd 
50* on mixed drinks ALL NIGHT 
Friday... 
"DAY AFTER" PARTY 
for the 18 & over crowd 
50* on mixed drinks 8-8:30 
Saturday... 
WRQN ■ "HOLY TOLEDO" PARTY 
for the 18 & over crowd 
50* on mixed drinks 8-8:30 
Located Just North on Rt. 25 (Main $t. B.G) 
HAVE A HAPPY 
THANKSGIVING! 
Please 
♦ ♦ 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ 
: 
Drive Safely   j 
We Deliver Smiles J ♦ 
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Traditional beliefs may be Thanksgiving origins: incorrectf history proifsays 
by Nancy Bontwtck 
staff reporter 
For years, American chil- 
dren have been taught that 
the first Thanksgiving took 
place in Plymouth, Mass. Vi- 
sions of pilgrims and Indians 
Kthering for a three-day 
ist of edibles such as wild 
turkey, pumpkin pie, venison 
and corn bread are familiar 
to us all. 
However, the traditional 
view Americans have of the 
November holiday is largely 
inaccurate, according to Da- 
vid Scaggs, professor of his- 
tory. 
"Thanksgivings were a nor- 
mal practice of Christians 
throughout colonial Amer- 
ica," Scaggs said. 
Christians during the Colo- 
nial era held thanksgivings as 
a religious holiday to cele- 
brate bountiful harvests, he 
said. 
"The idea that the pilgrims 
did something unique, I think, 
should be disregarded,' 
Scaggs said. 
According to Scaggs, the 
first recorded Thanksgiving 
in America took place in colo- 
nial Virginia in 1619, two 
Sears before the celebration 
i Plymouth. 
"This is something that 
isn't very well known," he 
said. "It's a distortion of 
American history that's very 
common." 
WHETHER OR not the set- 
tlers sat with Indians at that 
first feast in Virginia is un- 
certain, but three years after 
the celebration, Indians in the 
state formed a major upris- 
ing against the settlers, he 
Thanksgiving was not con- 
sidered a Federal holiday until 
President Lincoln declared it 
so during the Civil War. 
Lincoln's reasons for giving 
thanks were victories on the 
battlefield and preserving the 
Union, more than a good nar- 
vest, Scaggs said. 
Prior to Lincoln's procla- 
mation, Thanksgiving was 
celebrated on ar. individual, 
community or state level, he 
said. 
Thanksgiving was cele- 
brated on the last Thursday of 
November following Lin- 
coln's proclamation, but 
Franklin Roosevelt moved it 
to the last Thursday before 
the last Monday of Novem- 
ber. 
"He wanted to increase the 
number of shopping days be- 
tween Thanksgiving and 
Christmas," Scaggs said. 
This was in reponse to re- 
Suests from businessmen who 
lought it would induce 
greater spending for the de- 
pressed economy, he added. 
EACH YEAR, the president 
gives a Thanksgiving procla- 
, mation which includes infor- 
mation on the holiday, he 
said. 
It wasn't until President 
Kennedy's Thanksgiving 
proclamation that the first 
Thanksgiving was formally 
recognized as occurring in 
Virginia, despite the fact that 
Kennedy's home state was 
Massachusetts, Scaggs said. 
Americans' views on the 
first Thanksgiving are not 
totally inaccurrate, be said. 
Those settlers who sat down 
to their feast of thanksgiving 
probably dined on wild tur- 
key, chickens, squash, wheat 
products and venison. Corn 
products were probably not 
on the menu because it took 
the English some time to 
work Indian corn into then- 
diet, Scaggs said. 
No snow policy for faculty 
by MarcdU Grande 
Friday editor 
Although University Presi- 
dent PauIOlscamp approved the 
weather emergency policy pro- 
posed by the Undergraduate 
Student Government, no provi- 
sions were made for on-campus 
students or faculty. 
According to the policy. "If, in 
the case of severe weather, an 
official agency such as the Stale 
Highway  Patrol   reports  that 
hazardous driving conditions ex- 
ist and that travel is not advised, 
then students who must com- 
mute to Bowling Green will be 
excused from classes without 
penalty." 
According to Arthur Neal, pro- 
fessor of sociology and chair- 
man of Faculty Senate, nothing 
further was discussed at the last 
senate meeting concerning ex- 
cuses for faculty members in 
case of hazardous road condi- 
tions. 
MISS TOLEDO SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT 
AN orriciAi riniMiNAir 101 r 
PAGEANT 
"I didn't think it would be that 
much of a controversy," Neal 
said. "Other faculty members 
suggested we should adopt a 
formal attendance (policy). The 
faculty is obligated to make 
attempts to get to campus de- 
spite weather conditions, but 
authorities should be reasonable 
and understand that faculty 
members simply cannot be ex- 
pected." 
"The faculty could make re- 
sponsible decisions for them- 
selves. If it is possible to get 
here, I would get here," Ols- 
campsaid. 
Bob Wade. USG president, 
was unavailable for comment. 
Council OKs $300,000 fund 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green residents can 
take advantage of $300,000 avail- 
able for home improvement 
loans when the mayor completes 
an agreement with the Ohio 
Housing Finance Agency. 
Last night, City Council autho- 
rized Mayor Bruce Bellard to 
enter into an agreement with the 
Xcy, which will establish a 
bilitation escrow fund for 
the agency's home im- 
provement loan program. 
Sixty percent of the money 
will be available to Bowling 
Green residents at 12 percent 
Home Addriu ___^__ 
Parents Name*   _  
How do you wuh your name luled in Publicity? . 
EDUCATION   Hioh School  
_AQe_ Dale of Birth  
 Telephone No . 
 Teraphone No . 
I Rec, library holiday schedules 
interest. The rest will be avail- 
able at 6 percent interest for 
low-to-moderate income fami- 
lies. 
The resolution authorizing the 
agreement goes into effect im- 
mediately because an emer- 
gency was declared to meet the 
deadline for signing the 
agreement. 
The money will be loaned "for 
the purpose of assisting in the 
finance of alterations, repairs 
and improvements of residential 
dwellings," according to the res- 
olution. 
Bowling Green will contribute 
$35,000 of the money. 
IN HIS report to council. Bel- 
lard said he received a tetter 
from ConRail stating automatic 
crossing gates would be in- 
stalled at the  Clough  Street 
crossing in 196S. 
Meanwhile, a Nov. 15 letter 
from the Ohio Department of 
Transportation allows for stop 
signs to be installed at the cross- 
ing. 
Previo i us stop signs at the 
crossing had been ruled illegal 
by ODOT and had been replaced 
by round "RR" warning signs 
with amber flashing lights. 
Council approved Graduate 
Student Senate President Kory 
Tilgner's membership on the 
city housing commission. 
Tilgner, graduate student in phi- 
losophy, replaces former stu- 
dent representative David Ryan 
who graduated. Bellard said 
T lgner's appointment takes ef- 
fect immediately. 
College . 
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SCHOLARSHIP IHFORMATION Nome college education, degree you ate teekiog, •rul/or 
special faining you desire '  
What type takni will you pie>eni> , 
What arc your hobbies?  
In what sports do you participate?  .   —  
STATISTICS   Color Hair Color Eyes Height __: Weight _ 
Give some interesting facts about yoursell lor publicily    
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Over the Thanksgiving holi- 
day, hours at the University 
libraries and the Student Recre- 
ation Center will be reduced and 
the Kobacker Hall box office will 
be closed Nov. 20-27. 
Library hours will be 8 a.m. to 
10 p.m. today; 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
tomorrow; closed Thursday; 1 
to 5 p.m. Friday and Saturday; 
and a to 10 p.m. Sunday. 
The Curriculum, Government 
Documents/Maps and Music li- 
braries will observe special 
hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. today and 
tomorrow; closed Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday; and 5 to 10 
p.m. Sunday. 
The Popular Culture Library 
will be open during regular 
building hours. 
Regular library hours will re- 
sume Monday. 
The Student Recreation Cen- 
ter will be open noon to 9 p.m. 
tomorrow, Fridav. Saturday 
and Sunday. It will be closed all 
day Thursday and will resume 
regular hours Monday. 
The Kobacker Hall box office 
will resume normal hours - 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. daily - Nov. 28. 
BIKE STORAGE 
FOR THE WINTER 
24.95 including a spring Tune Up 
Purccf'% 
BwlESrtOe*     t# 
131 W. Woosler (Downtown) >" 
Bowing Green, Ohio 43402 (      \j~- 
15.00 storage only 
(419) 352-6254 
_ 
Dateline 
Tuesday, Nov. 20 
Dance Faculty Concert - 
There will be a dance faculty 
concert at 8 p.m. Nov. 26 in 
Bryan Recital Hall of Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Admis- 
sion is $2. For more informa- 
tion, call 372-2395. 
Career Search Seminar - 
The BA 203 class will be spon- 
soring a Career Search Semi- 
nar Nov. 27, 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. in the Alumni, Capital 
and Town rooms of the Uni- 
versity Union. Professionals 
and qualified business people 
will speak on how to plan for a 
career in their feilds. 
Commencement   Informa- 
tion - Commencement infor- 
mation will be mailed this 
week to all candidates for 
December graduation. 
Please check your OCMB. 
RSVP cards must be returned 
by Dec. 7. 
Thanksgiving Day Lun- 
cheon - Sign up at the UAO 
office in the University 
Union. The luncheon is at 2:30 
p.m. Thursday at Kaufman's 
Lodge, 1628 E. Wooster St. 
Dateline, a daily service at 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. Sub- 
missions by all organizations 
are welcome and must be 
turned in typed and double- 
spaced one week prior to the 
event. 
Pre Holiday Sales 
Now thru Sat. 
Suits 
Entire Stock 
30% off 
Corduroy Shirts 
dusty rose-mallard blue 
30% off 
Round the Clock Hosiery 
Entire Stock 
20% off 
Cardigan Sweaters 
Entire Stock 
30% off 
Felt Hats 
asst. colors 
30% off 
Velvelour Robes 
Short & Long 
25% off 
Extra 20% off already 
reduced merchandise 
Open Tues. Evening till 9:00 
f-^owder [ uff 
Don't pass up this opportunity to 
become a published writer. 
Today is your last chance. Submissions in poetry, 
fiction, literary critism, art, and photography (black 
S white) should be taken to the Prairie Margins 
mailbox in Rm. 201 University Hall. $23.00 
awarded to best in each category. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 Look for... 
THE 
J Monday, November 26 
? with articles on: 
* Drug Abuse on Campus, Death of Martin Luther] 
J King Sr., Space Shuttle 
* Let's make it work. Together. 
Advertising Deadline for the Tues., Nov. 27 edition 
(First paper after Thanksgiving) 
is Tues., Nov. 20,4 p.m. 
V£t ' Classified and Display • v 
* di Have A Happy Thanksgiving 
Sports 
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Regan's goal helps icers salvage split 
by Steve Quinn 
assistant sports editor 
KALAMAZOO, Mich. - All season 
Bowling Green's hockey team has been 
losing the close games, at least until 
last weekend's series with Western 
Michigan. The Falcons split the series 
with the Broncos, losing the first game, 
3-1 and winning Saturday's game, 4-3. 
It was the first time they won a game 
decided by two goals or less. The other 
wins came by scores of 5-1 twice and, 8- 
4. 
With the score knotted at three fresh- 
man Brent Regan gave the Falcons the 
winning goal at 11:27 in the third pe- 
riod. Regan, Dave Randerson, and Don 
Barber moved the length of the ice on a 
3-2 break eventually leading to Regan's 
shot from the right point. 
The slapshot evaded WMU goal- 
tender Glenn Healy, to his far side. 
The Broncos had a final chance to 
send the game into overtime as they 
Youth 
dominant 
forBG 
cagers 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
John Weinert said he sympa- 
thizes with coach Jerry York 
since his struggling Falcon 
hockey team lost key players 
from last year's national 
championship squad. 
That's probably because Wei- 
nert is in the same boat. 
When his BG cagers open 
their season Saturday in Ander- 
son Arena against Findlay Col- 
lege at 8 p.m., the Falcon coach 
will be without his three leading 
scorers from last season. 
Gone are forwards David Jen- 
kins (17.9 PPG), Colin Irish (14.7 
PPG), and center Bill Faine 
(13.4 PPG), all lost to gradua- 
tion. 
The trio played big roles in the 
Falcons 1983 Mid-American 
Conference championsip. Last 
year, they combined for nearly 
67 percent of BG's offensive 
output. 
''Jenkins, Irish, and Faine 
will be missed,'' said point 
guard Brian Miller. " Replacing 
players of their caliber will be 
hard to do right away." 
BESIDES THE departure of 
three quality players, only 
guards Keith Taylor and Miller 
return with any considerable 
playing time. 
So it's easy to see how the 
media picked BG to finish eighth 
in the 10 team MAC. 
But, while the Falcons situa- 
tion appears dismal, Weinert, in 
his eigth season at BG, said he 
really enjoys working with this 
year's team. 
"Without question this has 
been one of my favorite teams to 
coach," Weinert said. "They are 
young, eager, and have a very 
hard working ethic." 
Young is an understatement. 
BG only has three seniors, and 
two Juniors on its 18 player ros- 
ter. 
Weinert said one problem 
with a young team is that it 
makes what he calls "mistakes 
of inexperience." 
Many of these miscues could 
be made on the baseline as all 
three portions will be filled with 
newjplayers. 
"We are having trouble un- 
derneath right now." Weinert 
said. "We are small and inex- 
perienced and improving this 
area will be one of our major 
concerns." 
At the center spot senior 
Freddie Bryant, 6-10, and Junior 
Avon Davey 6-9, will see consid- 
erable playing time. 
At the forward positions 
freshmen Anthony Robinson, 6- 
6, James Tyler. 6-5, and Steve 
Martenet, 6-6, along with sopho- 
more Bob Nass, 6-7, should all 
see plenty of action. Sophomore 
Frank Booker, 6-2, will occupy 
the small forward slot. 
THE BACKCOURT spots are 
In the capable hands of Taylor, a 
senior with a 12.5 PPG and 
Miller, who last year led the 
MAC in assists with 6.4 a game. 
Weinert said one of the Fal- 
cons strong points will be depth. 
He said the last year BG, who 
finished 18-10, 11-7 In the MAC 
was only "five deep." 
During the 8WJ4 campaign the 
Falcons sputtered when Jen- 
kins, Irish, and Faine were side- 
lined with injuries. This year 
that will not be a problem. 
• See Basketball, page 6 
were on a power play for the final 1:32. 
With 1:16 Healy was pulled to give his 
team a 6-4 two man advantage. 
GEORGE ROLL, Daryn Fersovich, 
Todd Flichel, and Iain Duncan kept the 
Broncos from scoring and did not allow 
one shot on net. Most of the play was in 
the neutral zone as the BG penalty 
killing crew prevented WMU from set- 
ting up in the Falcon zone. 
'"They just out played us in the third 
period/' WMU head coach Bill Wilkin- 
son said. "They out-worked us. It was a 
lack of discipline on our part. In a 
couple of situations we asked them to 
do some things and they did the oppo- 
site. We looked like freshmen and they 
looked like the seniors." 
BG never trailed WMU throughout 
the game as Jamie Wansbrough staked 
the Falcons to a 1-0 lead. Wansbrough 
backhanded Duncan's initial shot off 
the board behind the net past Healy for 
his first score. The goal was the 3,000th 
career goal for the Falcons. 
Lance Johnston tied the game with 
2:55 remaining in the first, but with 
just 1:59 expired in the second period 
Wansbrough followed up his own shot 
recording an unassisted goal. 
BG ONLY HAD six shots on goal in 
the second period, but still took a 3-1 
lead. However, WMU tallied two power 
Cy goals tying the game going into 
thirdperiod. 
In net for the Falcons for the second 
straight Saturday was Wayne Collins. 
Wilkinson credited Collins with a third 
period save that could have been the 
turning point of the game. 
At the 9:26 mark Collins stopped Rob 
Adams on a nice 2-1 pass fom Henry 
Fung. The senior kicked his legs to lus 
right side to stop Adams from scoring. 
Collins stopped 36 shots enroute to his 
25th career win as a Falcon. The last 
time he faced the Broncos was in the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Association 
playoffs in a 4-3 double overtime loss. 
"It was sweet revenge," Collins said. 
"I Unda got lucky on that save. I was 
committed and all I could do was throw 
my legs out." 
It was strong goaltending by Healy 
that led the Broncos to their win on 
Friday. The senior goaltender stopped 
38 BG shots, 14 of them coming in the 
first period. He finished the series with 
65 saves. 
WMU DRESSED ONLY one fresh- 
man compared to BG's 11 for Friday's 
game. Troy Thrun put the Broncos on 
top with a power play goal at 10:38 in 
the first period. 
Roll evened the score two minutes 
later with a backhand shot off Brian 
Meharry's pass from the Just inside the 
blueline. It was Roll's seventh power 
play goal of the season. 
But, that would be all the Falcons 
would get past Healy for the night. 
Rob Bryden and Wayne Gagne each 
scored in the second and third periods 
respectively to round off the game's 
scoring. Gagne led his team in scoring 
for the series with one goal and four 
assists. 
"I thought we had a lot of chances," 
BG head coach Jerry York said after 
Friday's game. "We just have to finish 
them off. Right now we are playing 
well enough to stay close. Our effort 
has to be better to win games." 
The Falcons lost the services of Mike 
Natyshak because of a seperated shoul- 
der . BG head coach Jerry York moved 
the sophomore to defense from right 
wing hoping to fill in for an injured 
Martin Foy, who did not travel, and 
Brian McKee. 
With the split, the Falcons' record in 
the CCHA stands at 4-6, and 4-8 overall. 
They remained tied with WMU for 
sixth place in the CCHA. 
Next week they will go back to the 
home-and-home format with first place 
Michigan State. Friday's game will be 
at BG's Ice Arena and Saturday's 
game will be played at Munn Ice Arena 
in East Lansing, Mich. 
SG News/Phil Masturzo 
Bowling Green's Joe Prchllk looks to the officials to signal for a safety when Vlnce Vlllanuccl and 
Troy Dawson tackle Kent State quarterback Tim Phillips, but Phillips wastackled on the one yardllne. 
Falcons finish in 
second with 27-10 
victory over Kent 
by MarcDelph 
sports editor 
KENT - It is said that athletes perform better "in their own 
back yards." Kent State did its best to prove that incorrect. 
Brian McClure engraved it in stone. 
McCIure, Bowling Green's record-breaking quarterback, 
grew up minutes from the campus of KSU. His 23-of-32 
completions for 253 yards helped the Falcons bury the Flashes, 
27-10, Saturday before 15,436 in KSU's Dix Stadium in the final 
game of the season for both teams. 
The Flashes couldn't capitalize on enough BG first-half 
turnovers - four fumbles in the first quarter and an intercep- 
tion - to put the game out of reach for the Falcons. Instead, BG 
maintained a 10-10 tie at the intermission and completely 
dominated KSU in the second half. 
The interception was returned by freshman linebacker Rick 
Taute for a 17-yard touchdown that gave the Flashes a 10-3 lead 
in the second quarter, following a pair of field goals by KSU's 
Tony Deleone and BG's Gehad Youssef in the first. 
"On the interception, Stan Hunter was running a pattern 
under tlje linebackers, but their linebacker (Taute) didn't go 
deep and he was in the right place," McClure said. 
THE DELEONE FIELD goal was set up after BG's Joe 
Boxley fumbled the opening kickoff at the 22 and KSU's Stuart 
Sims came up with it. 
"I don't know why we fumbled, but we did and it could have 
cost us the game," BG coach Denny Stolz said. "We just felt if 
we held on to the ball (in the second half) we'd be OK We had a 
good offensive and defensive second half." 
"We had some excellent opportunities and we weren't able to 
capitalize on them," KSU head coach Dick Scesniak said. "We 
weren't able to get enough points to give Bowling Green any 
kind of feeling they couldn't catch us. 
The victory upped BG's mark to 8-3 overall, 7-2 in the Mid- 
American Conference, and gave them sole possession of 
second place. Toledo defeated Central Michigan, 14-7, Satur- 
day to win the league title and the trip to the California Bowl. 
CMU dropped to third in the final standings. 
BG tailback Bernard White scored his first of three TDs for 
the 10-all tie with a 17-yard run. 
With his 101 rushing yards Saturday, White became only the 
third player in NCAA division I-A history to rush for 1,000 yards 
and collect 50 receptions in a single season. The junior finished 
the year with 1,036 yards rushing and 56 receptions. 
"I do believe Bernard's record is noteworthy," Stolz said. 
TIGHT END MARK Dowdell established a BG record for 
career receptions with 141. 
The Falcons began their onslaught of the second half when 
BG defensive end John Hunter tackled KSU fullback Mike 
Virgin in the endzone for a safety and a 12-10 advantage. 
Hunter set up the safety by sacking Flash quarterback Tun 
Phillips for a five-yard loss back on the 1. 
White made it 18-10 later in the third on a one-yard plunge 
seven plays after defensive back Melvin Marshall picked off a 
Phillipspass. 
A McClure-to-Dowdell two-point conversion made it 20-10. 
White wrapped the afternoon's scoring with a two-yard run 
around the left end and Youssef made good on the PAT for the 
27-10 final. 
"Our second half was a display of showing how inept you can 
be," Scesniak said. "Our people up front couldn't handle 
theirs. When you can't run a core play with your fullback, you 
have problems," he said, refering to the safety. 
"I love to come home and see the guys I used to play with," 
McClure said. "We all have to come home and play in front of 
the home crowd some time." 
Women's swim team takes two; men split 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
After last Saturday's respect- 
able showing in a triangular 
meet against Eastern Michigan 
and Kent State at Cooper Pool, 
Bowling Green's men and wom- 
en's swim teams are proving 
that they are a force to be reck- 
oned with in the Mid-American 
Conference under first-year 
head coach Rich Draper. 
The women tankers are 
headed in the direction of a MAC 
tide after downing EMU, 104-32, 
and KSU, 88-52, and in the proc- 
ess, raised their season mark to 
34 overall and 2-0 in the confer- 
ence. 
Facing an extremely tough 
EMU squad, the men swimmers 
were defeated, 78-33, but 
bounced back to beat KSU, 60-51. 
Their record now stands at 2-1 
overall and 1-1 in the MAC. 
"We rested for this meet so 
some of the times would come 
down," assistant coach Don Lui- 
kart said. "We were real 
pleased with the way we swam." 
Sheila Westendorf led the Fal- 
cons with wins in the 200-yard 
freestyle in 1:57.09 and the 200 
backstroke in 2:14.15 against 
both EMU and KSU. 
JEANNE MARTTNEK also 
turned in double wins against 
both opponents with a 2:13.26 
clocking in the 200 butterfly and 
a time of 59.99 in the 100 but- 
terfly. 
BG has been bolstered all sea- 
son by the diving of Mary Pfeif- 
fer who captured the one-meter 
competiton against EMU with a 
score of 179.95 and the three- 
meter diving with 209.15 points. 
Shannon Walsh took both divine 
events against Kent with 198.9 
points in the one-meter and 
207.20 points in the three-meter. 
Pam Reinhart led a BG sweep 
in the 100 and 200 breaststroke, 
winning with times of 1:10.44 
and 2:31.45, respectively, 
against EMU. She was edged out 
in the 100 breaststroke against 
KSU. Kim Long and Kristin 
Green finished in second and 
third in the 200 breaststroke 
against both the Hurons and 
Golden Flashes. 
Green, a co-captain along with 
Beth Ricketts, feels that resting 
up for the meet gave the team 
some extra confidence. 
"Almost everybody's times 
were down in the meet," Green 
said. "We knew we could beat 
them but we didn't figure on 
winning by that much. The team 
has a great attitude and we are 
very confident going into every 
meet." 
Competing in both the 100 and 
200 backstrokes, Dawn Grant 
added a first and a second to 
BG's total against both opposing 
squads. Ricketts won the 50 free- 
style against EMU in 25.92 and 
her time was good enough for 
third against KSU. 
THE 4M MEDLEY relay of 
Chris Birnbrich, Tom Goosman, 
Bob Walker, and Les Szekely got 
the Falcon's off to a good start 
with a victory over both EMU 
and KSU in 3:39.13. 
L. Szekely also got a double 
win in the 200 individual medley 
in a time of 2:01.18. He also had 
a part in the 400 freestyle relay 
along with Mike Ross, Dave 
Penning, and Andy Lydens that 
won in 3:15.02 over both oppo- 
nent's relays. 
Against the Flashes, Ross won 
the 50 freestyle in 22.28 and 
Birnbrich won the 200 back- 
stroke in 2:04.23. 
Co-captain Pete Szekely, 
along with Tom Goosmam, 
thought that BG swam well 
against EMU and KSU and be- 
lieves that the swimmers are 
doing a great making up for the 
lack of divere. 
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Spikers drop two as season ends 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green junior Deb Hopkins (3) watches as teammate Sue Scott 
digs a Western Michigan spike Friday night in Anderson Arena. BG 
BG News/Susan Cross 
dropped three games to WMU and Northern Illinois to end their season. 
Congratulations 
A.M.A. 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
CHICAGO RAFFLE 
TICKET WINNERS: 
Lisa Chamberlain 
Mike Arvanitis 
Mike McGreevey 
Deb Marheine 
Ginger Smith 
Debbe Voshell 
Jennifer Roach 
DeAnn Salvatore 
Larry McKinley 
Jackie S. Rail 
Natalie Stump 
Dean Gandy 
Patty DeChellis 
Nancy Vadnal 
Karen J. NussbaurrJ 
David Dean 
Lynn Acunis 
Anne Baker 
Angie Andrews 
Wendy Kaye Davy 
Tim Wearch 
Basketball 
Bowling Green's volleyball 
season ended with a whimper, 
not a bang, as the Falcons 
dropped a pair of three game 
matches to Western Michigan 
and Northern Illinois last week- 
end. 
The Mid-American Confer- 
ence losses earned a three- 
match losing streak gave the 
Falcons a 1?16 (8-10 MAC) re- 
cord for the season. The record 
is BG's best in five seasons and 
14 wins is the third most in BG 
volleyball's 17-year history. 
Saturday's loss may have 
hurt the most, as head coach 
Denise Van De Walle expected a 
victory over NTU. The Huskies 
disposed of the Falcons 15-10,15- 
"I expected to win and the 
team did too," Van De Walle 
said. "We didn't have quite the 
performances from everybody 
that we needed." 
The towering NTU squad, led 
by Moot sophomore Glna Graf 
and 5-foot-10 sophomore Ann 
Ostapina, rolled up a .257 team 
hitting percentage, compared to 
WHILE THE HUSKIES of- 
fense was explosive, Van De 
Walle said that NIU's defensive 
play may have been the key to 
success, especially since BG lost 
to NIU in five close games ear- 
lier this year. 
Setter Tracy Livesey, who led 
BG with a season average of 6.8 
assists per game, said that the 
Falcons played well in spurts, 
but couldn't quite get their act 
together. Y
'We worked hard to get the 
serve but not for the points," she 
said. "We put pressure on them 
and then let them score a string 
of points." 
Yet, BG was not totally inef- 
fective on offense. Junior Deb 
Hopkins connected on 13 of 31 
attempts for a .355 percentage 
while senior co-captain Livesey 
amassed 21 assists, compared to 
NIU's team total of 25. Sopho- 
more Lisa Berardinelli baa all 
four of BG's service aces and 
senior co-captain Becky Snider 
had a match-high four blocks. 
Marginal passing and shaky 
ey by the middle Mockers, 
rever, sealed BG's fate 
according to Van De Walle said. 
"Our middle blockers were 
ineffective for whatever reason 
and we always had to run the 
outside (attack)," she said. 
"Our passing broke down, and 
that put pressure on the setter, 
and we couldn't run the middle, 
which we had to in order to 
win." 
WHILE VAN DE Walle ex- 
pected a win over NTU, there 
were different goals for Friday's 
match with the Broncos. WMU 
entered the match ranked 17th 
in the nation with a 16-0 MAC 
record which clinched first 
place and an NCAA tournament 
bid. The Broncos lived up to 
their billing, disposing of BG in 
less than an hour, 15-3,15-9,15-7. 
"I wanted to remain compet- 
itive and we did; we stayed in 
the game and didn't quit," Van 
De Walle said. 
Even though the Falcons 
ended the season on a losing 
note, Van De Walle said that the 
team met her preseason goals, 
despite a sub-.500 record. The 
second year mentor wanted her 
team to move from eighth in 
1963 to fifth this year. 
One negative note may 
slightly detract from BG's suc- 
cess and that could be the loss of 
Hopkins. The three-year letter 
winner from Stow led the team 
this year in kills (attacks for a 
point or side-out), service aces 
and digs (pass of a spiked ball). 
Last year she ranked third in the 
MAC in digs. 
Hopkins also made BG his- 
tory earlier this year by being 
the first Falcon spiker named 
MAC player-of-the-week for her 
performance during the week of 
Dct.9 against WMU, NIU and 
Cleveland State. 
"I almost certain that it's 
time to retire but I'll think about 
it over Thanksgiving break," 
Hopkins said, "Fm Just burned 
out: I'm not having as much fun 
as 1 should have playing volley- 
ball." 
(Continued from page 5) —^— 
"We are developing a starting 
ten not just five, Weinert said! 
"This year our players will be 
interchangeable will have a lot 
guys playing different posi- 
tions." 
BG will once again have one 
of the smallest team's in the 
MAC, but Miller said the Fal- 
cons should also be the quickest. 
"We are very quick this 
year," he said. "That means we 
will pick up the pace in our 
games which will probably in- 
clude a lot more pressing." 
Weinert said besides depth 
and speed and excellent recruit- 
ing season will help the Falcons. 
'"This has been one of the of 
our best recruiting years ever." 
he said. 
Leading this year's bumper 
crop is Robinson, who had a 17 
PPG in helping Canton McKin- 
ley to the state AAA title. 
"ANTHONY IS one of the best 
freshman I've ever coached." 
Weinert said. 
Weinert said Martenet, a 
Mansfield native, is already, be- 
coming one of BG most consis- 
tent performers. 
Applications Now Available 
for: 
.«£ PEER FACILITATORS J 
For a New On-Going Orientation 
Experience - UNIVERSITY SUCCESS 
* Earn academic credit 
* Develop leadership skills 
* Work with groups of new students 
Pick up applications in 405 Student Services 
Applications Due on November 30, 1984 
Interviews held on Dec. 4-6 
He added that Tyler, who hails 
from Louisville, KY, performs 
the fundamentals very well and 
Jeff Shook, a 6-3 guard from 
Bexley, shows promise. 
During a rebuilding season 
and with all the youth, players 
might be expected to be a little 
pessimistic about their season, 
but the Falcons show no signs of 
it. 
"I guarantee we are better 
than an eighth place team and 
well prove it." Miller said. 
Robinson said the Falcons 
will struggle early, but will sur- 
prise a lot of skeptics as the 
season progresses. 
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Famine in Ethiopia: 
Both nature and humans are at fault,scientists say 
TOLEDO (AP) - Warnings 
of yesterday's desert condi- 
tions in Ethiopia and other 
African nations are nothing 
new, but scientists say the 
cause is complicated and that 
a quick solution, requiring 
new crops and technology, is 
unlikely in the developing 
countries. 
The phenomenon that has 
caused starvation and pov- 
erty throughout Africa is con- 
centrated in a vast dry belt 
called the Sahel, stretching 
from here west across Afri- 
ca's girth to the Ethiopian 
plains, where it is a contribut- 
ing factor in that country's 
massive famine. 
Rainfall has been inade- 
quate in the Sahel every year 
since 1969, when the monsoon 
rains began staying further 
south for unknown reasons. 
But some scientists say hu- 
man abuse of the fragile Sa- 
hel environment is equally to 
blame for the ecological di- 
saster. 
Agriculture and environ- 
mental authorities stationed 
here with the U.S. State De- 
eartment Agency for Interna- 
onal Development say a 
good example of what is hap- 
pening across the Sahel Is 
found in Senegal's peanut- 
growing region. 
The continued sowing of 
that one crop - the country's 
main source of income - has 
turned the region into a dust- 
bowl, void of organic materi- 
als like manure, crop residue 
and tree leaves that are 
needed to hold nutrients and 
water in the soil. 
THE ORGANIC matter in- 
stead is being used to fuel 
cookstoves and fires during a 
fuel-wood shortage, and the 
country's growing population 
has virtually stopped the tra- 
ditional fallowing of fields to 
restore fertility. 
The problem is accelerated 
by the advance of the Sahara 
Desert, a process that some 
evidence indicates can feed 
upon itself. 
The theory, according to a 
report in The Blade, is that 
destruction of vegetation in- 
creases the soil's reflectivity, 
causing a drop in surface 
temperature  and the  less- 
ening of shifts of moisture- 
laden air. 
Scientists also believe the 
lack of vegetation and the 
small particles formed when 
it decays also is contributing 
to the drought. They say the 
particles enter the atmo- 
sphere and serve as "seeds" 
for ice crystals to collect on 
and form rain clouds. Their 
absence thus can mean less 
rain. 
"Desertification is a self- 
accelerating process, feeding 
on itself, and as it advances, 
rehabilitation costs rise expo- 
nentially," said Michael 
Giants of the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research. 
GLANTS, however, agreed 
with other scientists that hu- 
mans also cause desertifica- 
tion by cultivating all 
available land, improperly 
concentrating herds of ani- 
mals and using ground cover 
for firewood. 
John Balis, an agriculture 
agent stationed in Senegal 
with the national Academy of 
Sciences, said some of those 
factors are rooted in local 
traditions. 
For example, a herdsman 
who wants 100 cattle may 
build the herd to 200, hoping 
that half would survive 
drought. Villagers cultivate 
marginal land, hoping to sow 
in dry times half the normal 
crop. 
Such practices long have 
been the topic of warnings. 
The South African senate in 
1922 published a report urging 
action to stop such destruc- 
tive practices as overgrazing, 
and scientific papers detail- 
ing why the Sahara was 
creeping over the Sahel date 
to the 1930. 
But there are few answers 
to the problem, said Carole 
Tyson, deputy director of the 
Agency for International De- 
velopment's Senegal division. 
She said Sahel nations lack 
the trained personnel, agri- 
culture research institutions 
and communication needed to 
combat the creep of the de- 
sert, and that the fight 
against desertification will be 
a long one even if the mon- 
soons return. 
Gunman kills one, injures five in bar 
DALLAS (AP) - A man 
walked into a bar and opened 
fire with a semi-automatic rifle 
last night, killing one person and 
injuring at least five others, 
police said. 
The gunman, who was appar- 
ently carrying an AR-15 or an M- 
16 military assault rifle, fled 
after the shootings, which oc- 
curred about 5:50 p.m. at the 
Webb Lounge in northwest Dal- 
las near Love Field, police Lt. 
David Bonicard said. 
One witness told police the 
suspect said something about 
having cancer, "but we don't 
know the reliability of that 
statement," Bonicard said. 
A police broadcast, however, 
described the man as having a 
cancerous growth on one side of 
his face and a scar on the other 
side. 
The man was drinking in the 
lounge earlier in the afternoon. 
Bonicard said. Witnesses tola 
police he left and returned about 
45 minutes later carrying a 
bulky paper package. 
Witnesses said he pulled the 
rifle out of the package and 
opened fire. One of those injured 
was the bar's manager, Bon- 
ciard said. 
Bonicard said police know H 
no motive for the shootings, not- 
ing that witnesses said the man 
hadn't argued with any patrons 
before leaving the first time. 
About 15 people were in the 
bar when the shootings oc- 
curred, Bonicard said. 
One of the victims, Clifford 
MILTON'S 
Evidence heard in Coleman trial 
TOLEDO (AP) - A Lucas 
County grand jury will bear 
evidence this week that alleg- 
edly links Alton Coleman and 
Debra Brown to the July slay- 
ings of a Toledo woman and her 
daughter. 
Five witnesses are to testify 
before the grand jury, which will 
decide if any charges should be 
brought against Coleman and 
Brown in the deaths of Virginia 
Temple, 30, and her daughter 
Rachelle, 10, said Anthony 
Pizza, Lucas County prosecutor. 
Coleman and Brown are 
awaiting trial in Dayton on 
charges of kidnapping and are 
suspects in crimes in five other 
Pizza said the Temple case is 
ready to be presented to the 
grand jury because of test re- 
sults recently received from the 
FBI crime laboratory in Wash- 
ington. He said the jury could 
return an indictment by the end 
of the week. 
The people subpoenaed to tes- 
tify tomorrow are Harold Jones, 
a local FBI agent; Lt. Dave 
Roberts and Detective Fred 
Johnson of the Toledo police; the 
Rev. Ernie Jackson, who lives 
near the Temple home; and 
Raymond Temple, 6, Mrs. 
Temple's son. 
THE BODIES of Mrs. Temple 
and Rachelle were found July 7 
in a crawl space under their 
home. Police had submitted hair 
and blood samples and finger- 
prints found in the Temple home 
to the FBI, Pizza said. 
"All we had before would have 
shown that these two people 
(Coleman and Brown) were in 
the home, but we had no corrob- 
oration of any sort where they 
had been in the home," said 
Pizza, who said some of the hair 
tested was found near the bod- 
ies. "We couldn't end the inves- 
tigation solely at the point of 
presuming they were in the 
home. That wouldn't have been 
enough." 
He said the grand jury also 
will hear that clothing and jew- 
elry belonging to Mrs. Temple 
was found at the scene of other 
crimes in which Coleman, 28, 
and Brown, 21, have been 
charged. 
The two are scheduled to go on 
trial next week on charges of 
kidnapping Oline Carmical Jr. 
in Lexington, Ky., July 16. Car- 
mical was found, unharmed, in 
the trunk of a car in Dayton July 
17. 
The pair also have been in- 
dicted on charges of aggravated 
murder in the beating deaths of 
a Norwood woman and Cincin- 
nati teenager, and on charges of 
aggravated burglary, aggra- 
vated robbery, kidnapping and 
auto theft in a July 7 assault on 
Frank and Dorothy Duvendack, 
who were bound and gagged in 
their Toledo home. 
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Tuesday. Wednesday 
0PE|. Friday, and Saturday 
_210JLM2UL "0 COWER 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SECOND SEMESTER 
* Heat 
* Cable 
* Water 
* Trash Removal 
all included 
1 and 2 bedrooms furnished & unfurnished 
For a perfect place to live stop oy 
400 Napoleon or Call 352-9135 
Hours: 9-5 Daily and Evenings by Appointment 
Smith. 54, of Lewisville, died 
after he was brought to Park- 
land Memorial Hospital, hospi- 
tal spokesman^ Claude McCain 
said. 
Two other male victims taken 
to Parkland were in critical con- 
dition, while a fourth was in fair 
condition, McClain said. 
One woman and one man were 
taken to St. Paul Hospital's 
emergency room, where nursing 
supervisor Joyce Clemence said 
both were in stable condition. 
354-1232 
CELEBRATE 
THANKSGIVING 
TUESDAY - SATURDAY 
with 
Little Ottis & The Upsetters 
and 
The X-CITERZ 
I II V\I\N(,I\ IV, 
DINNER 
RO< h. COKMMI (,\\||   III \ 
with Oyster Dressing 
:mtl ( ranhern Orange Relish 
ONLY S8 
RUSH I'l MI'KIN I'll    \\\o\| 
Graduate 
To Responsibility 
After you graduate, get the kind of responsibility you deserve. 
Get immediate decision- 
making authority to- 
gether with the kind of 
technical training and 
management experience 
that adds up to a success- 
ful career. 
Choice management 
openings are waiting for 
you in electronics, engi- 
neering, inventory con- 
trol, purchasing, person- 
nel administration, sys- 
tems analysis, and 
similar fields. 
The benefits you get are outstanding: 30 days' paid vacation 
earned each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life 
insurance and tax-free allowances. 
The requirements are simple: you must have a BS/BA, be no 
more than 27 years of age, pass aptitude and physical exami- 
nations, qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen. 
If you're interested in gaining managerial responsibility fast, 
call the Naval Management Programs Office: 
CALL COLLECT: 216-676-0490 
Get Responsibility Fast. 
8 BG News/November 20,1984 
Others injured. Bfgjfag. 
Helicopter fire kills 3 
News briefs. 
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP) 
- Fire broke out aboard a heli- 
copter as it lifted a piece of 
artillery during a training mis- 
sion yesterday, killing three Ma- 
rines, injuring at least 11 others 
and leaving three missing, offi- 
cials said. 
Seventeen servicemen were 
aboard the $22 million CH-53E 
helicopter - the Marines' newest 
and largest - including five 
crewmen and 12 passengers, 
and rescuers were combing the 
area last night for the missing, 
said Lt. S.B. Jack of Camp Le- 
jeune, who provided the cas- 
ualty figures. 
The helicopter was lifting a 
155mm howitzer when the craft 
caught fire, said Capt. Craig 
Fisher of Camp Leieune's public 
affairs office, but he said be 
didn't know if the copter had 
crashed or landed normally. 
Jack termed the accident a 
"hard landing." 
Anthony Rothf ork, spokesman 
for the Marine Corps in Wash- 
ington, D.C., said the helicopter 
did crash, but Lance Cpl. Greg 
Fedorev of New River Air Sta- 
tion just south of Camp Leieune, 
where the craft was based, said 
he couldn't confirm that. 
"There was a fire on board... 
but as far as I know it hasn't 
been confirmed that there was a 
crash," said Fedorev. 
REPORTERS were not al- 
lowed near the site where the 
helicopter went down. 
Some injured men had been 
taken to the U.S. Naval Hospital 
on base, Fisher said. A hospital 
spokesman refused to comment 
on their conditions. 
The fire broke out around 2:30 
p.m. while the craft was over 
''Landing   Zone   Penguin"   at 
Camp Lejeune. Fedorev said. 
Fisher said the helicopter was 
on a routine training mission to 
support the 1st Battalion, 10th 
Marines. 
The occupants of another heli- 
copter flying nearby radioed the 
air station about the fire, and the 
burning helicopter went down 
shortly thereafter, said Capt. 
Norma Stewart of the New 
River Air Station. 
The CH-53E Super Stallion he- 
licopter is the "largest type in 
the free world " said Rothfork. 
It can carry 55 troops or 32,200 
pounds. 
It couldn't be determined how 
severely the craft was damaged, 
said Sgt. Ann Purcell of New 
River Air Station. 
Stewart said she had no identi- 
fications of those killed or in- jured. 
Union lobbying could be Intense after tie vote 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Lobbying among Central 
Ohio Transit Authority Union members could be 
intense after Sunday's strike-averting tie vote on a 
new contract, although a union leader says he 
won't be part of any such effort. 
If the contract is rejected in another vote set for 
tomorrow, buses could quit running at 12:01 a.m. 
Thursday. 
Sunday's vote ended in a 214-214 tie, catching 
union officials off guard and without provisions on 
how to proceed. 
Fred Thivener, president of the 579-member 
Transport Workers Union Local 208, scheduled the 
second vote after phoning the union's interna- 
tional representative in New York City. The local 
represents COT A drivers and mechanics. 
While the union's leadership recommended re- jection of the pact, Thivener said he would not use 
the next two days campaigning for its defeat. 
However, some members said they expected both 
sides to use the time to swing votes in their favor. 
82 arrested in OSU-UM revelry; 2 request jury trials 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A former Ohio State foot- 
ball player yesterday pleaded innocent and re- 
quested a jury trial on charges of disorderly 
conduct and resisting arrest stemming from 
weekend celebrations of OSU's victory over Mich- 
igan. 
Former linebacker Clarence Curtis was among 
25 people arrested in the campus area Saturday 
and early Sunday who appeared yesterday before 
Municipal Court Judge George Smith. Most were 
charged with disorderly conduct, resisting arrest 
or both. In all, police arrested 82 people during the 
post-game revelry. 
OSU defensive tackle Raymond Holliman, 20, 
was arrested Saturday on the same charges as 
Curtis but in a separate incident, already had 
requested a jury trial. A date was to be set 
Monday. 
Police charged that Holliman pulled away from 
arresting officers and "took some contraband out 
of his pocket and threw it on the ground." 
Holliman said yesterday that he was not intoxi- 
cated and denied discarding anything. "It was a 
misunderstanding," said Holliman. 
Curtis filed a $4.5 million lawsuit against the 
University Jan. 19 for a severe leg cut received 
during practice last October.  
Classifieds 
CUSSFKDS: • la i*. na MM own IO HI. SK "»CB w in. » ow «• nu> 
m atom wui u «« n u < n Menu Mi; i i* tumm m a 
maim siu rn HIS « inaa n i u tee; BUM rani m THE WI HI BH t 
Otm IWBI ta HMD II IHaUl Ml SCttl  MOOT  IUC8HT SOCMI IMJM  U 
w nn urn nai one now. 
Nov. 80. 1gg« 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Commencement Wo Ml M meted rhw M* 
so it tarlflales tor Dec graduation PMase 
check your OCMB RSVP cards mini be 
returned by Doc  7 
DANCE FACULTY CONCERT 
Nov. 26.   1984 
8 pm Bryan DKH Hal 
$2 Admission 
For Into   cal 2-2395 
Don't Mas WSAs 
INTWHATSONAl FESTIVAL 
DaM: Onnar I, IS)S4 
Tims: 4 p.m. • 2 am. 
PSm: Amml Room 1 N E Commone 
STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS 
prsssnts thee- 3rd annual 
•'SOMETHtNO FOR EVERYONE RAFFLE" 
Today In MM Union Foyer 10:30-4:10 
Many, many prttes- Hcasts only W 
LOST t FOUND 
LOST: Dark gray. Caribou brand back pack on 
Nov. 30 In bookaSora PSaaaa ratunv no ouee- 
tons sakod. Cal 2-5220  
LOST. Odd 1 aappNra ring 
Or—I aandmanlal vakia Reward 
PSaaaa cal Pamal 364-8638. 
LOST:  MINOLTA CAMERA!  REWARD FOR 
RETURNI MINOLTA X-0 570 BRAND NEW 
CALL 353 4834 ASK FOR8EAN.  
ATTENTION SENIORS' Graduating soon? Cal 
Sha orea'e moat oomprahanalva raauma aarv- 
lea. Alao providing export tob-seorch 
■■■■fun and ratarral. NORTHCOAST 
CONSULTANTS. PERRYSBURQ. OHIO 
[4I9S874 3732.  
TUTORSNO 
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS 
READING - GRAMMAR - COMPOSITION 
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 6pm 
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER 
Foata typing. nolisM quaWy, II par page. 
OS. on campua pick up 4:JOpm M-F. Can Mrs. 
Fonts 0QO-2S70  
QasAT PREPARATION 
STANLEY H KAPLAN Educational Center 
3580 teeor Rd. Toledo 
 tSS-8701  
RUTHSES SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS 
Itsmmlng new akJrta 8 drssiss   Letters pawn 
on Oarmerrte mual be dean 362 7288 
Al your typing neede 
prompt S pr olesatonei 
 362-4017 Clara  
Abortion, pregnancy tests, atudent rates Cen- 
ter lor Choice, downtown Toledo   419-266- 
7769  
TMnk your pregnant? Free Seal I help. 
Abeckrtery confidential! 
1241-9131         
PERSONALS 
NOTICE TO /urtfraTis*** 
The M Neare Classified 1 dlspie, ad 
■ tar Tuei. Nov. 27 la Twee., 
NOT. 10, 4 p.m. Have • . .. 
HAPPY THANKSOIVINOI 
RIDES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AD - 
FOR DETAILS WWTE: ACADEMIC RE- 
SEARCH. BOX 9128C, TOLEDO. OH 43697 
Always at Sundance!! 
Long Wand lead Taa 
Phis every kind el Margarita 81.60 
Be a Friend 
Be s Loader 
Be a Role Modal 
Be a PEER FACILITATOR lor 
the University Succoos Program  
Bk) S* Dane. KE Stardueters would 
not bis the same without a big slelke you 
 Love, your BTs. Tarry 8 Kathy  
The Great Gift Wrap-Up 
Begins in the Pages of 
__THEJ3(XNEWS_ 
This Christmas 20,000 students, (acuity & staff will need more Bowling Green shopping 
information than in past years due to the late Fall Semester academic schedule. Students will 
need to do most of their shopping in Bowling Green. 
The "Friday" section will take on a special holiday look highlighted with red 
and green ink and Yuletide feature stories. 
1984 CHRISTMAS EDITION 
Friday, December 7 
Happy Holidays! 
Big Sie Sue. KE Stardusters 
would not be me same without a big 
sis 8X0 you. Leva your sTs Connie 6 Qlna 
BILLY. BILLY. BILLY HEY BILL BUNZING 
YOUR ArO BROTHERS ARE WISHING YOU A 
HAPPY BeTTHDAY' PARTY OFF YOUR LAST 
COUPLE OF DAYS AS A TEEN!  
NEED YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTED? 
Our raguar Tuesday night prices 
We* drinks - 46* 
CHECK OUT OUR BEER PRICESI 
The! wl change your attitude 
Mem Street 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? 
A 120.00 Mary's grit cenlllcate Is |usl 
one of Ihe prizes In Students For Animals 
"Iota liking For Everyone Rattle" Today 
In Mia Union Foyar 10:80-4:80. Tickets »0* 
Clnrj. 
Oat psyched lor Inttetlonl Don't forgot those 
dean write undies" Love. Barb.  
CONORATt    "OUaMY'S    REVENOE"    ON 
YOUR OUTSTANDING COED TRIPLES VOL- 
LEYBALL   CHAMPIONSHIP.   OOTTA   LOVE 
TrSOSI TOWN8E8ITHANK8I COACH POKEY. 
Dua So popular demand 
NICK BEAT 6 THE iEATWCKS 
leaturing JoerUe Whlttaker 
tribe appearing at 
KAUFMAN'S DOWNTOWN 
Fit Nov 23 8 Sat Noy 24 
2 ehows 9 6 10 30 pm- S2 
IP's, Op's 8 REQOAE MUtsC 
DONELDO 
The 8*0 21 a only a law days away- so lelthe 
cetoorelton begin now and peek on FRIDAY! 
Una Shan- love ya total 
JCK 
DURAN IS BACKI 
hie tressed you so much! 
Happy Thanksgiving to my wonderful roomies 
And 'the guys'  Love you Ml 
Kim 
Due to popular demand.. 
MCX SCAT 8 THE 84LATNICK8 
leeturlng JoarW Wtattaker 
w* be appearing at 
KAUFMANS DOWNTOWN 
Frl Nov 23 8 Sat Nov 24 
2 shows  9 8 10 30 pm - 82 
BO'a, 80s 8 REQOAE MUSIC 
Movroon Hughea 
Happy Bellied Birthday! 
 Love, Anne  
PSsaae HELP JOY! She lain Jaepsisss need ol 
a •nakarje In the SootbM stadium. Cal 354 
1184 » Interested In an Iryamase sverang 
Preaermng the long awaited DEB ZJEL PER- 
SONALI (Yayyi) ahem. Roaee are red. vtossta 
are btoe. you're the world's beat Big. and I 
LOVE YOU! (so «'a corny!) But you're Ural-rate- 
- hope your Thanksgiving break ie lust groat1 
AGD Love end M ol mine. XKOO. Your LMe 
(not JM: the other one) 
Rich: Ot M tie tNnga I'm thankful tor. you're at 
She lop of the let. Let's have a groat vacation 
We deeorve HI Al my love, Leah  
Sundance Preaants11 
1/2 price appetizers 
 Every Sun Thura  10pm-1am 
Susan Lynn Johnson 
Happy 21sl Birthday 
Love you. Tan  
TO ALL raMPC EXEC. CABINET AND COUN- 
CIL HAVE A GREAT BREAKi YOU'VE DONE A 
SUPER JOB AND WE'RE SO PROUD' RE- 
MEMBER WE SUPPORT THAT WHICH WE 
HELP TO CREATE'   KEEP UP THE QOOO 
WORK  
Today HI the Union Foyer 10:80-4:80 
Students For Animate 
"Something For Everyone Raffle" 
Tickets SC-. Don't go home without onel 
Female lounsisnelo needed to sublet a 2 
person apt. Extremely race and dose to cam- 
pus. On Scott Hamilton $180 month plus 
electric CM Lon at 354-7867 
FREE BQSU (BLOCK) OR 
BOWLING GREEN (OLD ENGLISH) on any ol 
our mercrvaicaie. No coupon necessary 
Jeans N Things 831 Rktge St 
Open II 8 pm tonight 
QOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
DEADLINE TO JOIN IS TUESDAY, NOV. 20th. 
DON'T FOROETI RECEPTION WILL BE HELD 
SUNDAY, DEC 8 IN THE GRAND BALLROOM. 
FRIENDS AND RELATIVES ARE WELCOME! 
NEED YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTED? 
Our regular Tuesday raght prices 
Wei drinks - 46* 
CHECK OUT OUR BEER PRICES! 
That w* change your attitude 
Main Street 
WSA'a INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL 
Be e pen ol it' 
Date: December 1 
Time  4 p m - 2 am. 
Place. Amen Room $ N E. Commone 
HAPPY -THAKSOIVINQ TO ALL THE SISTERS 
OF PHI MUII LOVE. THE PHI PHI'S  
T-SHIRTS ' * T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC. 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3098 
KB. 
I LOVE YOU AND I 1YOU 
SHAWN 
LAURA HAMILTON 
Sorry this » so late, but hope you had a great 
birthday and an even better erne celebrsting 
over the weekend. We cere a tot about you and 
tank you're special, we'll miss you next year. 
Love. Lee Ann. Stacy. Usa 
Is ■ sue you can buy Jeeps lor $44 through the 
US Government? Get the tacts todayl 
CM 1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794.  
T-SHBTTS " T-SHBTS " T-SHeTTS 
FOR DORM, PARTIES. ETC. 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY GUARANTEED 
WIZARO QRAPHSCS, 384.3096 
Bate storage tor the winter $24 95 
toctoong a spring tune-up. $15.00 storage 
orsy Purcea's Bate Shop 131 E. Wooster 
(Downtown), 362-9264.  
Need Money? Why not see: Avon  For more 
I eel PhyHs M 352 5833 
WANTED 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
AC ROM 
1 TlDWl 
$ Hautboys 
10 "At tuft at 
yOU'rt " 
litEl  
t5 Ona ol Namur ■ 
riva*a 
16 To lha 
shallarad side 
17 Tafcacart 
20 Writer o' 
sacred songs 
21 Like a really 
good suitor? 
22- thelmay 
in Summer, " 
23 Tenth can date 
24 City 10 N€ 
Pa hi si an 
26 Prank 
32 Latter aU» 
35 Rousseau hero 
36 Cleaning agent 
37 Take care 
40 Sam 1 Ore 
41  and 
bounds 
42 Family member 
43 OH Spring 
Abbr 
44 Most reasoned 
45 Kind ol bridge 
47 Hill and village 
in Ireland 
52 Toscanim 
55 Spelled poorly. 
•O 
56 Take care 
60 Kind ot Elysium 
61 Mra. Mesia 
62 Cockney's dog 
63 Editor a mark 
64  ihe board 
65 Catches on 
DOWN 
1 Gauchos plain 
2 He's making 
3 Algerian corn 
4 MOV* furtively 
5 Alt. Comb form 
6 Symbols ol 
business 
7 Throw out 
8 Sixth sense, lor 
snort 
9 Magic opening 
word 
10 Spanish 
brigands 
11 Ye Shoppe 
12 Order lorm: 
Atkbr 
13 Coxy spot 
18 Breakfast 
specialties 
19 Biblical lion 
23 Devise 
25 College near U 
ot Mass 
26 Wintry 
27 Football s 
Merlin 
29 Spring bloom 
30 Part ol a 
pedestal 
31 Hard-working 
beasts 
32 Retired 
33 Preli" meaning 
lar 
34 Male animals 
36 outol 
three 
36 Chopin opus 
39 Cham symbols 
tor iron 
44 Manna sign,3 
46 Fort .Cain 
48 Cartoonist 
Peter and 
family 
49 Scoundrel 
50 " is more 
lasting": P 
Colum 
' • ' ' ■■ '  '     ' ■" " 
-t-           wt- 
"" 
H                                               ■><   [ 
H                                         BM^I 
Baas                                 H 
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FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER: THREE OTHER ROOMMATES 
APT MCE. BIG. LOCATED ON FIFTH CALL 
353-9881 TODAY! 
ROOMMATE NEEDED! CALL MIKE 
354-8072, OR STOP BY 850 FRAZEE 
APT 33 $112 80/mo 
VERY MCE APARTMENTI 
Mass roommate needed Apt dose to campus. 
Non-emoldng reaponetjle student Cal 384 
BB62 
NEEDED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER FURMSHED APT 2 
BATHROOMS GAS ANO HEAT PAID. CALL 
354-8444 
Female roommate needed to sublease apart- 
ment lor spring semester Located very dose 
to campus m new OuMing 354-7877 
Need 2-4 people to sublet 2 bdrm apt for 
Spdng ssm Close to campus Cat 354 7666 
best after 8pm.  
One lemefe roommate- Spring Semester 
Apcro« $115.00 a month mdudoe phone 
 tuHass. Cal 384-7492 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: LACUNA'S PO 
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 80825-0791 
Need reeponeibie person to babysit occaolon 
sty evenings Cal JO si 354-7 788 sftsr 6:00 
Femele Models 
Pay a negotiable 
For more Information cat 5B9-S24S 
ENVaiONslENTAL e.uDtES, ENVmONMEN- 
TAL TECHNOLOGY, AND SCIENCE MAJORS. 
Cmdmetl and Coajmbua orgarwatlone seeking 
coops lor Spring Semester 1988 Cat the Co- 
op onVa al 372-2461 or slop by our office In 
Room 222 AdnvrtMssOn Butday 
FOR SALE 
1979 Dstsun 280 2-29.000 mesa Driven as 
summer car only. Al options except T-top and 
sunroof 2 lone brown. Asking $8,000. Cat 
888-3993 or 888-7886. 
Must sal Camera Bra $60 
Alao Osesst S41 eertoe with 
Dynemlc gold shafts $410 
Cal 352-4319 
1977 Chevy Van Conversion Good condition 
Mgh msseoe. $3.700  287-3286 
1B71  Ford Pearls. Good Condmon   1 
Msssgs. But runs wel. Clean Interior. Asking 
$276, Cat 364-8219  
FOR RENT 
Efficiency   Io   sublsssi   for   2nd 
$1561110 . utt»ee Included, urrrumahed. very 
prtvats and quiet. Cst 364-8215 
One Female Roommate needed for Sortrtg 
semeetsr $132 60 mo LttBBae Included Cat 
363-1843 
LUXURIOUS tlTICefCY APT. FOR RtUT 
tPRSNO SEMESTER. JUST ONE BLOCK 
FROM CAMPUS. 1100 INCLUDES ALL UTSU 
TIES. SMALL, BUT PRIVATE, NEW FRIDGE 
BUT NO STOVE. CAN USE HOT PLATE. OR 
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FURNISHED. COR- 
NER OF N. COLLEGE ANO FRAZEE, A LOS 
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURTS. CALL 2-2801 
AND ASK FOR MKE. F I'M NOT THERE 
tiAvt MAIM AMD mmm*. 
One female needed Immediately or tprtnf 
semester to sublsaas a 4 parson apartment. 
$125mopluautlapll 12 ways {3 apta In thai 
house). Close to campus Dec rent pox! Cal 
Linos P 372-0341  
3rd lemsle needed to sublet Ig apt Close to 
campus SlOOmw plus utl. Cat 364-8676, 01 
364-8368.  
Male   roommate   neded    spring    semester 
f12B/mo . Includes el utRlee Cat 364-8402| 
oner 8:00 
-/Stage Green Apartments 
Now accepting appscstions tor 
Spring I Fat Semeetera 
364-3633. 1 5 pm 
1 bdrm  apt. tor rent Spring semester 
Close to campus 8225/mo. Cst 363-1296/ 
Need 1 8 2 temete students to fl sots. 2nt 
near campus'tor Mt or more Irtorme 
•on Cst 352-7386 
1  female student to fl house 2nJ 
Own room. 930 E. Wooster or Cal 
362-7386. 
2/3 bdrm house tor rent IrnmerJkttery. 
or 2nd tern. Partial utatisa 
 362-8992 Keep tryHp 
Houses t Apertments 
dose to campus for 85-88 
school year  t 287-3341 
2 bedroom apartment svaasble on 3rd Street 
CaJ 352-4380 
Worried 
you might have 
VD? 
Calalriand 
« Planned Parenthood. 
354-3540 
AS Methods ot Bsrtti Control 
Pragnancy lasts ■ Pap Teats 
Annual Exame • Vseectomiee 
VD Ougnceia • Inlertilrty Couneekng 
F— are baseC on your income 
81 
